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We construct codes generated via the recent heory of V.D. Goppa, using elliptic curves over 
1=2 and their rational points over i:2r. We show that, in this case, the minimal distance has an 
arithmetical interpretation a d can be computed. 
1. Introduction 
We try to present here the explicit construction of a class of codes recently 
discovered by Goppa [5]. 
In order to construct these codes we have to choose an algebraic urve C contain- 
ed in ~r(~-q) defined over l:q, a set D of n points whose coordinates all lie in a finite 
fixed field ~q, and a 'generator' which we may consider as a family of points on 
C, disjoint from D. 
Goppa shows that one can then construct a code, depending on l:q, C, D, G with 
parameters: 
ength = n, 
imension k_  n - deg(G) - 1 + g, 
in. distance d_> deg(G) - 2g + 2. 
(1) 
It follows that 
k d g -1  
-+- - _>1 
n n n 
where g is an integer depending only on the algebraic urve C called the genus of 
C [5,9]. 
Classical Goppa codes are obtained if one chooses C as a projective line ~D l(~q), 
D as a family of points on this line and G as the set of roots of a 'generator 
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polynomial'. A line is a genus 0 curve; we get the standard inequalities on 
parameters of classical Goppa codes by taking g= 0 in (1). 
If one classifies algebraic urves by their genus, we get a classification of these 
new codes. We shall call them geometric odes. 
If g = 0, C is a line or a conic and the geometric odes associated are classical Gop- 
pa codes and Hamming codes [5]. 
Nothing seemed to be known when g= 1, i.e., when the curve C is an elliptic 
curve. These curves give an infinite family of codes over U:q with very good 
parameters (k+ d>_n). This family seems as important as 'classical' ones. 
Then we started studying eometric odes of genus one. Our motivation was that 
important theoretical work has been done by arithmeticians on these curves during 
the two last centuries. Then, we get a lot of very powerful mathematical tools for 
studying the curves of genus one. A second reason is that many properties of general 
curves are better understood from the study of genus one curves. For example, 
modular curves which are closely connected with genus one curves yield geometric 
codes better than the Varshamov-Gilbert bound [15]. 
A PASCAL version of the algorithms described in this paper has been im- 
plemented on a 8086-ba~ed system. 
Another algorithm, based upon the theorem of Noether [5, 4], available for curves 
of arbitrary genus, is actually studied. 
The reader will find a good introduction to algebraic geometry in [4], [1] and [6]. 
Our thanks are due to Kenneth Ribet, who read the paper in manuscript and of- 
fered many suggestions for its improvement. 
Notations 
Throughout he paper we use the following notations 
~q is the field of characteristic p with q =pa elements, where a is an integer_ 1. 
~-p is the algebraic losure of 0:p, i.e., the union of all finite fields containing 
~Zp. Of course ~-q = ~-p. 
[Pn(K) is the canonical projective space of dimension over K. 
2. Geometric background on elliptic curves 
A Weierstrass polynomial is a polynomial F(X, Y) e ~:q [X, Y] of the form 
F(X, Y )= yE+aIXY+a 3 Y -X  3 -a2X2-a iX -a6  . (2) 
Such a polynomial is irreducible over ~-p. One associates with F its homogenized 
form 
G(X, Y, Z) = Y2Z + a 1XYZ + a 3 YZ 2 - X 3 - a2 X2 Z - -  a4XZ 2 - a6Z 3. 
The cu~es 
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C' = { (x, y) ~ ~-2p l F(x, y) = O } 
(resp. C= {(x,y,z)e~z(~-;)lG(x,y,z)=O}) 
are called the affine elliptic curve with equation F(X, Y)= 0 (resp. the associated 
projective curve). 
Using the injection 
defined by (x, y )~ equivalence class of (x, y, 1) and identifying C' with its image, 
we have 
C = C' tO class of (0, 1, 0). 
The projective point P1 = (0, 1, 0) of C is called the point at infinity of C. 
One associates with C its field of rational functions defined over 0:q, 
which is the field of fractions of the domain 
$q(c), 
~:q[X, Y]/(F(X, Y)). 
This field is important for the study of the curves C or C'. It can be seen as an 
algebraic extension of degree two of the field I:q(X) or as an algebraic extension of 
degree three of the field g:q(Y). An element of this field must be considered as a 
function 
f :  C ' -  {poles o f f}  ~-q  
A(x, y) 
(x, y)~. - f(x, y) 
B(x, y) 
where A and B are polynomials with coefficients in 0:q. For example the rational 
function x 2 e ~:p(C') is 
x 2" C '~-p  such that x2(a, b)=a 2. 
If we need rational functions on C, we have to consider homogeneous polynomials 
of the same degree instead of arbitrary polynomials A and B. Then 
g : C ' -  {poles of g} ~ ~-q, 
g: (x ,y ,z )~ 
L(x, y, z) 
M(x, y, z) 
where L and M are homogeneous of the same degree. 
It is clear that a rational function on C' induces a rational function on C by 
homogenization. For example 
x : C~ ~-p induces x .  C -  Pl ~ ~-q- 
Z 
Given a Weierstrass equation F(X, Y) = 0, the following formulas are associated 
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with the curves C and C' ;  let 
b2 = a 2 + 4a2, 
b4 = al a3 + 2a4 ,  
b 6 = a 2 + 4a  6 , 
b8 = b2 a6 - a l  a3 a4 + 
[13] 
c4 = b 2 - 24b4, 
c 6 = --  b~ + 36b2b4- 216b6, 
A = - b22 b8 - 8b43 - 27b 2 + 9b2 b4 b6, 
a2 - , j - -  /A  . 
The quantity A is called the discriminant of the curve C. When it vanishes, the 
curve C is called a singular cubic, that is to say the curve has a cusp or a double 
point; more precisely if 
A = 0 and c4 ~e 0, then C has a double point, 
A = 0 and c4 = 0, then C has a cusp. 
In this case the coordinates of the singular point are given by the simultaneous 
vanishing of F~,(X, Y) and F~(X, Y). 
The name 'elliptic curve' is reserved for non-singular curves C (or C').  In this case 
j can be computed and is called the modular invariant of the elliptic curve. It can 
be shown that for two elliptic curves C1 and C2, with the same modular invariant 
j, there is a change of variable of the form 
X = u2X ' + r, 
(3) 
Y= u 3 Y'  + suZX" + t 
where r, s, t, u are in ~-q (in fact in an extension of degree less than 24 of ~q), that 
exchanges the two Weierstrass equations. The curves C1 and C2 are said to be 
isomorphic over ~p or more precisely over the smallest field containing ai, r, s, t, u. 
The smallest field in which one can find coefficients a; such that the associated 
Weierstrass polynomial defines the same curve as F is called the field of definition 
of C and C is said to be defined on this field. 
We shall use divisors on the elliptic curve. We recall basic facts about them. 
The divisor group of C ' ,  denoted by Div(C'), is the free abelian group generated 
by its points. It is the set of all finite formal linear combinations with coefficients 
in Z of the form 
L = ~ ~iAi, 
i e I  
I finite, ~.iE~, AiEC'. 
The degree of L is defined to be deg(L)= ~iei 2i" The divisor L is called positive 
or effective, and we write L_>O, when each 2i is positive or zero; the notation 
L >_ M signifies that L - M_> O. 
Divisors appear in algebraic geometry in the following way: consider a rational 
function f~O on C';  it vanishes or has poles on a finite subset (Ai)i~ I of C' and 
an order or multiplicity m; can be computed for each of them. The divisor 
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~ieI miAi is called the divisor of the function f and is denoted by (f) .  It can be 
shown that the degree of ( f )  is always 0. The divisors of functions are called prin- 
cipal divisors; it is clear that they form a subgroup, denoted by Princ(C'), of 
Div(C') because for any funct ionsfand g,fand  g being different from the constant 
0, we have (f /g)= (f) -  (g). Let Div°(C ') be the subgroup of Div(C') whose 
elements are degree 0 divisors; we can see Princ(C') as a subgroup of Div°(C'). 
The quotient group 
Jac(C') = Div°(C')/Princ(C ') 
is called the jacobian of C'  and is a fundamental tool for the study of algebraic 
curves. 
This group is trivial for genus 0 curves because, in this case Div°(C)= Princ(C) 
if C is such a curve; so the jacobian group is trivial. This reflects the fact that we 
can choose zeros and poles of a rational fraction anywhere on Pi(~q), the only 
restriction being that the sum of the multiplicities of the zeros must equal the sum 
of the orders of the poles. 
For elliptic curves the situation is completely different and we shall sketch the 
proof that there is a bijection between Jac(C) and C. As a consequence, this shows 
that C can be endowed with a group law! Before explaining these facts let us com- 
pute some divisors of functions. 
Let x/z, this is a rational function on C: it has two zeros A (0, a, 1) and B (0, b, 1) 
where a and b are the roots of 
y2 + a3Y = a6" 
There is a double pole at infinity, i.e., in Pl (0, 1, 0), for the degree of the divisor 
must be zero; so 
The same arguments show that 
/ v \  
~z)=U+ V+ W-3P1 
where U (u, 0, 1), V (o, 0, 1), W (w, 0, 1) and u, v, w are the roots of 
x3 +a2x2 +a4x+a6-a3=O. 
If one prefers, one can consider these divisors as the divisors of the x-function and 
y-function as we explained. 
We shall now describe the canonical group law on an elliptic curve given by its 
Weierstrass equation. 
The law G on C is defined by 
(1) Pl (0, 1, 0), the point at infinity, is taken as the neutral element of e .  
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(2) If three points P, Q, R on C are on the same projective line, then we write 
P@Q@R=P 1 . 
As usual, if two points are identical, for example P= Q, the line PPR is the 
tangent projective line in P crossing C in R. 
We can compute now the 'negative' of a point P: it is the point P '  such that 
P@P'=P1,  so P@P'@P1 =Px and the points P, P ' ,  Pl are on the same line and 
this line is parallel to the y axis. So P '  is the intersection of the vertical ine crossing 
CinP .  
Let us compute the coordinates of P ' :  suppose that P has coordinates (u, v, 1), 
and let 
(D) lX+ m Y+ nZ = 0 
be the equation of a projective line containing P and PI"  Then 
l u+mv+n=O and m=0,  
and it follows that we can choose l= 1 and n = -u ;  the line (D) is 
X-  uZ=O. 
In order to find (D) O C, we substitute this last equality in the Weierstrass equation. 
We obtain, taking Z= 1: 
y2 + al uY+ a 3 = u 3 + a2 u2 + a4 u + a6; 
Y is given by the two zeros of this second degree polynomial, but one of the zeros 
is o and the sum of the zeros is - a~ u so the coordinates of P '  are (u, - al u - o, 1). 
Of course it may happen that P '  =P ,  then P(~P=P1,  and the point P is said to 
be a 2-torsion point. More generally a k-torsion point on C is a point P such that 
PO "'" O P = Px, where P is repeated k times in the sum. Sometimes we use kP in 
place of these repeated sums but one must distinguish this from the divisor kP, 
which is a quite different hing. 
We now compute the coordinates of S=PO)Q,  given two distinct points 
P= (X1, Yl, 1), Q= (X2, Y2, 1). Let S' be the opposite of S, then 
Pt~ Q(~ S' = PI 
and the points P, Q, S" must be on the same line. Let 
~, = Y2--Yl 
x2 -x l  
We may assume xl ~:x2 because the points P and Q are distinct. The equation for 
PQ can be written 
y=2x+ y I -x  1 . 
Substituting in the Weierstrass equation, we get the cubic equation 
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X 3 +( - -2  2 -a  12 +a2)x  2+ . . . .  O. 
t I 
I f  S '=  (x3, Y3, 1), we have 
! 
Xl +X2 +X 3 ----- 2 2 + a I ,~ -- a2 ,  
g 
X 3 ----- 2 2 a t- a 1 2 -- a 2 - x 1 - x 2 , 
y!  ! 
3 = 2X3 +Y l  -- 2X1 
Taking the opposite of S' by the preceding formulas, we get S= (x3, Y3, 1), 
'=22 X3=X 3 +a12-a2-x  1- -X2 ,  
t 
Y3 = -- a l  x3 -- 2x3 - Yl + 2xl • 
The only remaining case is when P - -Q ;  the line PQ must be replaced by the 
tangent o C'  in P, which is 
(T) (X-xl)F~,(xl,yl)+(r-yl)F~,(xl,yl)=O. 
If F{(xl, Yl )= 0, this signifies that (T) is vertical (contains PI ) and then P~)P= 
P I "  Consequently, we can suppose that F~,(Xl, Yl ) : / :0  and take 
Fx(xl, Yl ) x, Fjc(xl, Yl ) + YIFy(xl, Yl) 
2=: V ~ 
F~(xl, Yl) ' F~,(xl, Yl) 
and an affine equation for (T) is 
y = 2x+ v; 
we substitute as before and get xl + Xl + x~ = 22 + al 2 - a2 or x~ = 22 + a 12 - a2 - 221 
and y~ = 2x~ + v. The coordinates of P ® P = S are 
x3 = 2 2 + a12  -- a2 - 2Xl , 
Y3 = -- a123 - 2x3 - v. 
We conclude this section with the Riemann-Roch theorem which plays a key role 
in the whole subject [10, 1]. 
Let us briefly recall that differential forms can be defined on arbitrary non- 
singular algebraic urves defined over a field of any characteristic. We can think 
about them as expressions of the form fdX  or g dY, where f and g are arbitrary 
rational functions on the curve. For any two differential forms o~1 and (.o 2 different 
from the constant 0 there exists a rational function f such that o) 1 =f( . t )  2 . The sym- 
bols dX  and d Y are connected with each other by the equation of the curve, for ex- 
ample with elliptic curves we have 
F;c(X, Y)dX+F;.(X, Y)dr=O.  
When a 'local parameter' (defined later in this paper) is constructed at a point P 
of a curve, every differential form o~ can be developed in terms of this parameter. 
It takes the form 
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where T is the local parameter and where all the coefficients an are 0 if n < no for 
a certain integer no positive or negative. We may define the order of poles and 
zeros of to in an evident way. The coefficient a_  1 is called the residue of the dif- 
ferential form to at P and is denoted Resp(to). This quantity is shown to be in- 
dependent of the choice of the local parameter.  
We shall make an important use of the following result called Theorem of 
residues [10,14]" For any differential form on any algebraic curve (projective and 
non-singular) the sum of residues over all the points of the curve is zero. 
Using these properties, a divisor can be associated with to and is denoted by (to). 
Since the degree of a function is zero, the degrees of all the divisors of differential 
forms are the same. Let deg(to)= 2g-2 ,  this gives a definition of the genus (this 
degree is always an even integer). 
Let us remark that for lines or conics, i.e., curves of genus 0, the degree of the 
divisor of any differential form is -2 .  This is easy to check on a projective line: 
let us compute the divisor of dX. If  P is any point different from the point at infini- 
ty, a local parameter at P is T=X-x-coordinate of P and dX-  dT, so that dX  has 
neither a zero nor a pole at P; but at infinity T= 1/X and then dX= ( - 1/TE)dT: 
this is a double pole for dX.  The divisor (dX)  is then -2  (point at infinity) and its 
degree is - 2. 
Let us examine the case of an elliptic curve: one can show that the differential 
form dX dY 
°90= 2Y+alX+a 3 - 3X2+ 2a2X+a4_al Y 
has no pole and no zero, then (too)= 0 and the genus is one. For elliptic curves we 
remark that divisors of functions (principal divisors) are the same as divisors of dif- 
ferential forms. This is false for curves of  genus ¢ 1. 
Let H be any divisor in Div(C), where C is any algebraic curve. The theorem of 
R iemann-Roch deals with the following vector spaces over ~-q: 
L (H)= { f 6 ~-q(C) l (f)>_ - H},  
Q(H)= {to e ~2(C) I (to)_>H } 
where ~-q(C) is the field of  all rational functions over C and ~2(C) the ~-a-vector 
space of all the differential forms on C. 
Theorem of Riemann-Roeh.  For any divisor H and any differential form to on C, 
the ~q-Spaces L(H) and ~2(H) are finite dimensional and 
dim L(H) - dim L((eo) - H)  = deg(H) + 1 - g, 
dim ~2((a0 - H)  - dim ~2(H) = deg(H) + 1 - g. 
where g is a constant integer called the genus of  C. 
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3. Rational points of elliptic curves defined over finite fields, zeta functions 
Let C be an elliptic curve defined by a Weierstrass equation with all its coefficients 
in a finite field ~:q; call, for each integer _> 1, C(g:qO the set of all the points of C 
with coordinates in 0:qr. This set is finite because C0:q,)c [P2(0:qr) and we have the 
'tree of inclusions': 
C([Fq)  --'I" C([Fq2)--'~ - - -  "--~ C(~qr )  ---~ . . .  
It follows immediately from the addition formulas for the law @ that if P and Q 
are in C(~=qr), then PO Q~ C(~=qr). Of course, P1 and the opposite of P are in 
C(~=¢), so we conclude that C(~=qO is a finite abelian group. The question of the 
computation of its order and of its structure then arises. The order can be computed 
for arbitrary r if we know the order of C0=q): this is a consequence of the proper- 
ties of the zeta function of the curve C. The second question about the structure 
seems to be still open despite its simplicity. We shall now compute the order of 
C(~=qr) by using general theory [6]. 
The zeta function of C is a function of the complex variable s of the form 
1-aq-S  +q -2s÷1 
s)= (1 - q-S)(1 _ql-S) 
where a is a complex number which must be computed using other properties of (. 
Setting X=q -s, we obtain: 
1 - aX + qX 2 
Z(C, ~q, X)= 
(1 -X) (1  -qX)  
This rational fraction has the following property: if Nr=Card(C(g:qr)), then, 
formally 
x r 
Log Z(C, ~:q, X )= - ~ N r 
r>l r 
Then a little computation shows that, if 031 and 032 are the two complex numbers 
defined by 
then 
1 - aX+ qX 2 = (1 - 031X)(1 - 032X) ,  
Nr  = qr  r r 031-032 + 1. 
The problem is just the determination of 031 and 032- Suppose that N1 is known. 
Then 031 + 032 is known and we have only to use 031 032 = q to compute 031 and 032. 
Recall [6] that Hasse showed more than this: he obtained the bound 
10311 = 10321 = x/-q 
or, equivalently 
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Igr_ (qr + 1)1 <<- 2q r/2" 
This bound was generalized to curves of arbitrary genus by Weil and to varieties 
over a finite field by Deligne [11,12]. 
Examples in character&tic 2
We now give examples of such computations on elliptic curves defined over 1: 2. 
This is the simplest application of the preceding considerations and will allow us to 
generate families of codes with good parameters and large length over l:2r. 
There are 32 Weierstrass polynomials over I: 2, but 16 yield a singular cubic. By 
easy variable changes one can reduce the 16 remaining curves to the five listed below 
Type 1: y2 + y= X 3 + X 2 + 1, 
Type 2: y2+XY=X3+xZ+x, 
Type 3: y2+ y=x 3, 
Type 4: yE+xY=X3+X,  
Type 5: y2 + y = X 3 + X 2. 
The modular invariant j is 0 for types 1, 3, 5 and 1 for types 2, 4. This shows 
that the elliptic curves in each of these two sets are isomorphic over ~-2. For exam- 
ple the substitution 
y=y '+x '+a (ae  ~4 such that a2+a+ 1 =0), 
X=X'  + l 
sends the curve of type 5 to the curve of type 1. So, these curves are isomorphic over 
Y4. The change 
y =y'+ otx' (a is the same as above), 
X=X ' 
sends the curve of type 4 to the curve of type 2. The last isomorphism from the type 
5 to the type 3 is defined over []=256 (we leave this to the reader: show that re  1:16, 
s e IZl6, t e 1:256, u e 1:4 in formula (3)). 
We chose the type number in the following way: if E is an elliptic curve of type 
m, then N 2 (E), the number of points rational over IZ2, is m. This is a particular 
property of elliptic curves over IZ2 not true for arbitrary curves or fields. 
Now we give the 091 and o92 occurring in the zeta function. 
Type to1 and 0) 2 
1 l+ i  
2 ½(1 + i~/ff) 
3 +_i~/2 
4 ½( -  1 _ ix/if) 
5 - l+ i  
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The following table gives not only the number of rational points over D:2~ for 
some values of r, but the structure of the abelian group that they form. It can be 
read as follows: the curve of type 2 has 16 rational points over ~16 and they form 
a cyclic group of order 16; the curve of type 1 has 25 points over ~16 and they form 
a group isomorphic to Z/5Z × Z/5Z. 
Such a table can easily be obtained from a microcomputer by programming the 
group law (formulas above). 
r 1 2 3 4 5 
type 1 1 5 13 5- 5 41 
type 2 2 8 14 16 22 
type 3 3 3.3 9 3- 3 33 
type 4 4 8 4 16 44 
type 5 5 5 5 5.5 25 
Let us recall now [1,16] some basic facts about places and ramification theory. 
Places of the rational function field ~:q(X) are classified by monic irreducible 
polynomials in ~q [X] together with an infinite place oo, corresponding to 1/X. For 
all fe  ~:q(X), we have a unique decomposition 
f= u 1-I pOp(f) 
where u e 0:q, where the exponents op(f) are rational integers vanishing almost 
everywhere, and where the product is over the set of all monic irreducible 
polynomials in [Fq [X]. We set also 
vo~(f )=deg(h) -deg(g)  if f=g 
h 
and we define non-archimedean bsolute values 
] f [ p = q-,~vp(f) 
if] =q-°~*(f) 
with J = deg(p), 
From now on, we denote by a (resp. p) any place of k (resp. K where K is an exten- 
sion of k), v~ (resp. wp) the associated normalized iscrete valuations (va is defined 
above) and finally ta (resp. tp) uniformizing parameters corresponding to these 
valuations (i.e., which verify va(ta)= wp(tp)= 1). 
Let k a be the completion of k at a. We denote by r a (resp. Pu) the a-valuation 
ring (resp. the maximal ideal in r~). We have then: 
pa= {~ ~r.[ oa(~) > O} = t~r~; 
r~/p a is called the residual field of a. It is a finite field with qa elements, containing 
U:q. We define the degree of a place a by 
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deg(a) = [ra/p a " ~:q] 
(degree of the residual field seen as extension of the field of constants). This is a 
general definition and in the case of k = Fq(X) we have clearly deg(a)= & if & is the 
degree of the monic irreducible polynomial of Fq[X] which defines a. We have also 
ka=-Fq~((ta)). 
Above a place a of k there are only finitely many places !a of K corresponding to 
completions Kp of K containing ka. We know that 
K ® ka= l-I K p 
pla 
and 
[K~ : ka] = [K : k]. (4) 
p]a 
Locally we define the ramification index ep and the residue degree f~ for a place p 
above a by 
ep= wp(ta), £ = : r /pA. 
The extension Kp/1G has degree epf~ and decomposes as follows: 
~q~'((t,)) 
totally ramified extension of degree ep 
[Fq,~'((ta)) 
unramified extension of degree f~ 
Foz((tD) 
where 5 and 5' are defined by 
deg(a) = &, deg(p) = &', 
and (4) can be written 
E epf~=[K:k]. 
pJa 
In our case we have [K: k] = 2 and then the following possibilities occur: 
ez = e2 =fl  =f2 = 1: 
e=2,  f=  1: 
e= 1 , f=2:  
the place a splits, 
the place a is totally ramified, 
the place a is inert. 
We know that any prime ideal in Fq IX] (i.e. any 'finite' place) which is ramified in 
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K divides the discriminant. But the discriminant divides N(F'(y)) where F is a 
polynomial having y as a root. Especially, if we consider the polynomial F(X, Y) 
we get 
N(F~,(X, y)) = a lX+ a 3 . 
It follows that, except perhaps for the infinite place, the only place which is ramified 
is that of degree one corresponding to the polynomial X+ a3a~ 1 . Let us study this 
in more detail. 
Place oo. We have always e = 2 and f= 1 (the place is totally ramified) as is shown 
in [13], or by the following computation which will often be used from now on: 
We write locally the equation of the curve 
y2+alxy+a3y= p, p~ro~ 
where the coefficients ai are considered as elements of koo. When we look at it in 
the completion K~ of K for p ] oo this equation already shows that wp(y) < 0. Sup- 
pose that Wp(1/x)= 1: Then 
if wp(y)=-1 we get wp(y2+alxy+a3)>__-2 but wp(x3)=-3; 
if w~(y) < - 1 we get wp(y 2 + al xy + a3) = 2w~(y) which cannot be -3.  
It follows that wp(1/x)= 2 and consequently wp(y2+ a~xy+ a3)=-6 .  This implies 
that wv(y)=-  1 or -2  are impossible, from which it follows that w~(y)<-2 and 
w~(y2+alxy+a3)=2w~(y)=-6, so wp(y)=-3  and we obtain a uniformizing 
parameter in Kp by taking x/y. 
"Finite" place. Ramification occurs if and only if the coefficient of XY in the equa- 
tion F(x, y)= 0 is different from zero. Modulo the substitution x- ,x+ 1 (and even- 
tually y~y+ 1) we can always choose coordinates o that the curve C is given by 
the equation 
y2 + xy  = x 3 + a2 X2 + a4x. 
We denote by a the place of ~:q(X) corresponding to the polynomial X and by p the 
place of K above a. When we view the equation in k~ we can write it as follows 
y2 + xy = xp, p e r x. 
Indeed, it is easy to show that a4 4:0 in the preceding equation if we suppose the 
curve non-singular. We easily see that, because wp(x)= 2, the only possibility is 
w~(y) = 1, so we can take y as a uniformizing parameter in Kp. 
We can also compute the different • of the extension K/k.  In fact we already 
know its degree because of the Hurwitz genus formula [16, p. 157] 
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n 
2g ' -2  =j~ (2g-  2) + deg(~) 
where n = [K" k] and f0 represents the degree of the field of constants of K over 
that of k. It follows, from g--0, g '= 1, n--2 and f0= 1 that deg(~)--4. 
If oo is the only ramified place (i.e., the coefficient of XY vanishes) we get 
=4101 (101 above oo). If there is another amified place a, we use the following 
result (valid here because the residue fields are finite): the differental exponent is 
>_ e -  1 and equality holds only if (e, p) = 1 where p is the characteristic of the field 
k. Here p = e= 2 and then the differental exponent is > 1. Because there are two 
ramified places it is 2, i.e., ~ =2101 + 2102 (102 above a). 
Note that in the case al = 0, the extension K/k is of Artin-Schreier type and that 
considering the equation in k s of the form 
yE + y = pts 
yields the following description of the ramification: 
s>O: a completely splits, 
s=O: a is inert or splits completely according as y2+y+p is 
irreducible or not mod P, 
s<O: a is totally ramified. 
(P denotes the irreducible monic polynomial in ~q[X] associated with a.) 
Example. Consider the curve  y2+y=x3+ 1 over D: 2. We have 3 rational points 
P1 = (0, I, 0), P2 = (1, O, 1) and P3 = (I, 1, I) on this curve. 
oo place of B:2(X) is totally ramified (P1 is above), 
X place of ~:2(X) is inert, 
X+ 1 place of D:2(X) decomposes (P2 and P3 are above), 
X2+ X+ 1 place of ~:2(X) decomposes (2 places of degree 2 above). 
4. Coding algorithms 
4.1. Construction of geometric odes 
We consider n points PI,---, Pn on the curve C, rational over 0:q and we call D 
the divisor P1 +P2+ "'" +Pn. We also choose a second divisor G= ~ toO. Q, ra- 
tional over I:q, i.e., G~= G for all a ~ Gal(~-q/~:q), and such that the supports of D 
and G do not intersect. We denote by I2 (G-D)  the space of differential forms a~ 
with divisor (co)_> G-D.  The geometric ode associated with the curve C and the 
divisors D and G is by definition the image of O(G-D)  under the linear mapping 
¢h " ~(G-D)~ I[-~ 
given by 
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0(09) = (Respl (09), Resp:(09), ..., Respo(09)) 
(see [5, 8]). 
4.2. From £2(G-D) to L(D-G)  
If 09o is a canonical divisor, we know that every differential form 09 can be writ- 
ten 09 =f090 where f is a rational function. It is clear that (09)_ G-D if and only 
if ( f )+  (09o)>-G-D, i.e., feL((09o)+D-G). If we take as 090 the invariant dif- 
ferential form, we have (090) = 0 and then 09 e ~(G - D) if and only if 09 =f090 with 
f~L(D - G). It follows that we have to construct a basis of the space L(D - G). For 
this we shall use an algorithm given by Coates [2] and adapt it for the case of 
characteristic p > 1. 
4.3. Residues 
First let us recall [14, 10] how one computes the residues of a differential form 
at a rational point P (i.e., P is a rational place of degree one) of the curve C: one 
considers a uniformizing parameter t in P so that k[[t]]--rp and k((t))--kp. We 
write o9 =fdt with f~kp  and f= S,n>_.o ant". We then define 
Rest,(09) = a_ l. 
It is known that this definition is independent of the choice of the uniformizing 
parameter t. We shall use the following properties: 
(a) If C1 ~ C is a surjective morphism of curves corresponding to the inclusion of 
function fields KCKI and i f f l  eKI, g~K and PeC, then we have 
Reso(J ] dg)= Resp(TrK,/K(fl) dg). (5) 
Q--,p 
(b) If Q e C1 has image P in C, f l  6 (KI)Q and g ~ Kp, then 
ResQ(fl dg) = Resp(Tr(K,)Q/K~(fl)dg). (6) 
Let us go back to our problem. First we suppose that a is a place of degree one 
of ka= ~:q(X) which decomposes into two places of degree one Pi and Pj of 
K= [Fq(C). We have k~--Kpi and also k~--K6. If t~ is a uniformizing parameter in 
k~, it is also one in Kpi (or in Kp), which means that y has in Kp~ a ta-expansion 
(this expansion is nothing but one root of F(x, y)= 0 in ka). Let f~  K, formula (6) 
together with the preceding isomorphisms hows that Respi(fdx ) (resp. Resp~ 
(f/x)dx) is the coefficient of t~ 1 in the expansion o f f  (resp. f/x) considered as ele- 
ment of Kp~ (idem for K6). 
After that we have to study the case of a place which ramifies in [Fq(C). In case 
of a curve with equation y2+y=u(x) there is only one, in fact the oo place cor- 
responding to 1/X. We can get Resp,(fdx) because we know already that 
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S, Resp,(fdx)= 0 (f is regular outside of the points Pi). Alternately we can get it 
in two different ways: 
(i) Formula (5) says that 
Resp, ( fdx)  = Res~(TrK/k(f ) dx). 
Then it is enough to compute Trjv/k(f) and take x-1 coefficient of TrK/k(f) con- 
sidered as x-1 formal series. 
(ii) We use the substitution u = l/x, o =x/y, so we can use v as uniformizing 
parameter and we know that u has valuation 2. We look at f in ~:q((O)) and write 
dx f dx=g(u, o) do. 
do 
In case of a curve whose equation is y2 + xy = u(x) there are two places of ~:q(C) 
which are ramified: 0 and c~ with Pl and/)2 above respectively. We must compute 
directly one residue if we want to get the other by 'parity'. If we use the 'parity' 
for P1, we compute the residue of f /x in/)2 in the following manner: we look for 
the expansion of x relative to the uniformizing parameter y of Kp2. We could also, 
as in the case of P1, only compute a residue in ka for a = 0 using the trace. 
4.4. The different steps of the algorithms 
Let G-  D = ~ npP and 
m~(y)=Min [ wP(y)-nP ]
PI~ ep 
for a#: ~.  We see easily that ma(Y)=0 except when a is under the support of 
G-D or when a is ramified in K. We then push the basis (1,y) of K/k into 
L'(D-G)= {feK[ we(f )>>_he for all Pt-oo} by considering 
f l  =M(1) - l  where M(1)= I-I tm~0), 
0/ 
f2=M(y)-ly where M(y)= 17[ t m~(y), 
t~ 
where a runs over the finite places of ~:q(X) for which m~(y):/:0. 
Now we compute the discriminant d(fl,f2) and oa(d(fl,f2)) for every place a 
ramified or under the support of G-D. To know if (fl, f2) is a basis of L'(D-G) 
as ~:q [X] -module we compute: 
oa(d(fl,f2))- ~ (2np+6p)fp 
P[a 
where Op is the differental exponent. This integer is_  0. If it is 0 for every a, then 
(fl,f2) is a basis of L'(D- G). I f  not, we do a reduction step for each place a for 
which it is different from 0: for such an a0 it can be shown that there exist 21 and 
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~2 in 0:q not simultaneously zero such that ;~lfl+22f2etaoL'(D-G). We 
replace then f/ (if ~i#:0) by t~ol(21fl +22f2) and thus reduce by 1 the quantity 
O~o(d(fl, 2)) and do not change anything if a ~ ~0- After a finite number of such 
steps we get a basis of L'(D-G). 
We finish the algorithm by a normalisation at infinity: we compute 
m~(f )=Min  [ Wp(f_))-np] = [ WPl( f ) - -nPl  
p] ~ ep J ep, 
([. ] -- integral part) for f=fl, f2 if (fl, f2) is a basis of L ' (G-  D). If 
1 
m(fi)+deg(G-D)+~ ~pfp<O, 
i P 
we make a finite number of reduction steps at infinity until we obtain a normalised 
basis verifying 
1 
moo(fi)+deg(G-D)+~  ~pfp=O. 
i P 
Starting from a normalised basis of L'(D-G) as a nZq[X]-module, we obtain a 
basis of L(D-G) over 0Zq by considering the (x~/) for i= 1, 2 and O<l<-moo(fi). 
For more details see [3]. 
4.5. Description of the algorithms 
As we showed above, we have only to consider the following cases: 
(a) y2+y=u(x), (b) y2+xy=u(x) 
where u(x) is a monic polynomial of third degree. The type (a) curve has only one 
ramified place over ~:q(X), the type (b) has two such points. In each of these 
possibilities we give a coding algorithm corresponding to the following situations: 
(1) D = ~in___ 1 Pi, Pi running over the whole set of the rational points over 0:q and 
G= ~eJla QJ where fl is a place of gzq(X) of degree > 1. 
(2) D= E n n i--2 Pi (resp. ~i=3 Pi) where/:'I is the point at infinity (resp. P1 is the 
point at infinity and P2 is the second rational point above a ramified place of 
~:q(X)) and G=dP 1 (see [7]). 
Case (1). D = ~in= 1 Pi and G is defined by an irreducible polynomial ft. Then np = 1 
if P = Qj and np = - 1 if P= Pi. 
(a) Curvey 2+y = u(x). Among degree one places of ~:q(X) we examine only split- 
ting places (if a degree one place is inert there is no rational point above it). We call 
A this set of places. From wp(y 2 +y)= wp(y)+ wp(y+ 1) it follows that there is 
always a place P above a such that wp(y) = 0. Then m~(y) = 1 = ma(1). 
Let fl be a monic irreducible polynomial of degree ~ > 1 in Fq[X]. The correspon- 
ding place is inert or splits and the completion of ~:q(X) for this place is g:q6((tB) ). 
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We may write u(x)=/~ and we have, since P is above fl (of course t• is also a 
uniformizing parameter in Kp): wp(y)+ wp(y+ 1)=s. 
If fl is inert, we have s=O and then Wp(y)=O. It follows that mp(y)= 
rap(l)= -1.  If ,8 splits, one of the wp(y) is 0 and we have also me(y)= -1.  We 
take as elements of L'(D-G) 
f~= ~ f2=Ay 
I-IaeA (x + a) ' 
and we have ( )4 
d(Z' f2)= l-Ia~A (x+ or) 
and 
va(d(fl,f2))= -4, op(d(fl,f2))=4. 
But 
(2np + Jp)fp = {4 4 if a ~ A, 
Pla if a=fl (fl is inert or splits), 
and (fl,f2) is a basis of L'(D-G) over Fq[X]. 
Normalisation atinfinity: We know that wp(x) = -2  and wp(y) = -3  if P oo and 
then 
wp(fl) = awp(x)  - 
ct6A 
where a = Card(A), and 
Now 
and 
wp(A)  = wp(f~)- 3.  
wp(x + a) = 2(a - J) 
m~(fl)= [ 2(a-O)+ l ] 
[ 2 (a - J ) -3+ 1] 
m°°(fz)= 2 =a-O- l ,  
moo(fi)+deg(G-D)+ 1 ~ J p fp=2(a - J ) -  1 +2 J - (2a+ 1)+2=0.  
i 2 p 
We can take as basis of L(D-G) over D: a" 
fl, xf~,...,x°-~A,fz, xA,...,x°-~-' fz. 
We deduce from this a basis of I '2(G-D) and the computation of residues gives 
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Respi( x'tfl dx) = 
a B(a) 
I'[a,ct',a'eA (a+a') ' 
a 'B(a) 
Res~ (xUf2dx) = y(a) 
I]a~a',a' ~A (a+a') 
for i = 2, ..., n, and where a is the x-coordinate of Pi and y(a) the y-coordinate. We 
can compute the residue in P~ by the residue theorem and we obtain finally a code 
of length n = 2a + 1 and dimension n -  2d = n -  deg G as announced by the 
Riemann-Roch theorem. 
(b) Curve y2 + xy = u(x). For splitting places of degree one, the same reasoning as 
above shows that there always exists P la such that wp(y) = 0 (because we excluded 
the place a = 0 which ramifies then wp(x)= 0 in the considered cases). It follows 
that m,~(y)= rn~(1)= 1 if a splits. 
For the place a = 0 we have locally 
y2 + xy = xg 
with p e r~ x as shown above. We have then wp(y) = 1 if P[ a and ma(y ) = 1. 
Places fl of degree ~> 1. Locally the equation can be written 
y2+xy=I~tP  depending on the cases. 
We deduce from this wp(y) = 0 or 1 in the first case if P lfl and wp(y) = 0 in the 
second case. Then in all cases roB(y)= -1 .  
We take 
fl = ,e f2=A y ,  
1-I  A (x + a) ' x 
then we have 
oa(d(A,f2)) = ~ (2np+~p)A 
pla 
for each place a of Dzq(x). 
This shows that (fl, f2) is a basis of L ' (D-G)  over Fq[X]. 
Normalisation at infinity. Let a = Card(A). Then, in the two cases 
mo,(fl) [ 2 (a -~)+ 1 ] = =a- - t~,  
2 
mo~(f2)= [ 2 (a -  d~)- 3 + 2 + 1 
L 2 
=a-~,  
SO 
1 
mo~(fi)+deg(G-D)+~ ~ Spfp 
i P 
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= 2(a - J )  + 2J - (2a + 2) + 1 (2 + 2) = 0 
and a basis of  L(D-G) over 0:q is 
f l ,X f l , . . . , xa - J  f l , f2 ,  x f2 , . . . ,xa- J  f2 . 
To compute residues we use the differential forms 
031,;t=xaf ! dx' ,  032, p=xPf2 dx 
X X 
We get 
Respi(031, 2) = 
aHa, .a .  ~,~A (a+ a ' )  
if a~O is the x-coordinate of a point Pi with i>2;  
Resp, (032, u) - y(ct), 
IL,.~, ~, ~A (a + a')  
Resp:(031, ~) = 0 
l fd  
because --" is of order 0. 
X 
For computing the residue of (2)2, p at P2, we remark that a consequence of the non- 
singularity is 
a 6=0 implies a 4= 1. 
It follows that 
dx dy 
x l+y+. - -  
On the other hand, by identification in the equation of the curve ( ,  for some con- 
stant term): x=y2+ ,y3+ "" ,  we obtain 
This gives 
x~ fl y dx  fl(0) + ..- (y2 + ... )u- 1 y dy 
IIa~A (x+a)  x x (F lu )+ "" ( l+y+ .--) 
~-. fl(O_._)) if p=O,  
Resvz(a~2'~')=~, ~OaeAa i fp>_ l .  
We obtain, after computation of the residue in P1 by the residue theorem, a code 
of length n = 2a + 2 and dimension n - deg G = n - 2J. 
Case (2). The divisor G is concentrated at Pl- 
(a) Curve y2 +y = u(x). Let G = dPl and D =P2 + "'" +Pn. 
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The first part of the algorithm leads to 
3"1 = H (x+°t) -l, f2 : f lY  
ct~A 
and this is a basis of L ' (D-G) .  
We compute then 
m~(f l ) :  [ 2a -d]  a -  [ -~]  
m~(f2) = =a-  -2 ,  
2 
and we get 
~, m~(f) + deg(G- D) + 1 i 2 ]~ fpd~p= 0. 
P 
From this we deduce a basis of L(D-G)  and 
Respi(Xafl dx) : 
of  t 
Ha'6A, a'~ct (a+a') ' 
ctUy(ct) 
Respi(XUfEdX) - I]a' ~A, a'*a (a + a') 
for i--2, ..., n. We obtain consequently a code of length n -1  and dimension 
n- l -d .  
(b) Curve y2+ xy = u(x). Let G = dPl and D = P3 + "'" + Pn (we recall that P2 is 
the second rational point above a ramified place of ~:q(X)). 
The first part of the algorithm leads again to 
A = H (x+a) A=Ay 
cteA 
(note that we have always mo(Y) = 0 because P2 does not belong to D). The relation 
oct(d(fl 'f2))'- ~'P]a (2np+t~p)fp is again true for all places of Dzq(X), including 
a = 0 because of the discriminant x 2 which corresponds to the differental exponent 
in the equality. 
As in the preceding case we have 
m~(f l )  = 2 =a-  , 
mo,(f2) = [ 2a-d -  3- 
and the relation 
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1 
moo(fi)+deg(G-D)+-~ ~ fp6p:O. 
i 
Finally computation of residues leads to the formulas 
(x  xX)= Respi All I lcteA, a'-.a (tI+O¢) ' 
X dx)  = Off/-1 
Resp~ uj~ H~A,a ' .o  (a+o~') y(a) 
for i= 3, ..., n and, as before Pi = (a, y(a), 1). We have obtained a code of length 
n - 2 = 2a and dimension n - d -  2. 
5. Minimal distance of elliptic codes 
We said that the group Jac(C) is isomorphic to the group C (for the law O) ). More 
precisely, when three points P, Q, R of the curve are on a projective line 
f(X, Y, Z )= O, we can consider the rational function 
fo(X, Y, Z)=f(X, Y, Z)/Z 
on the curve C; its divisor is P+ Q + R-3P l  (as always P1 = (0, 1, 0)). It follows 
that it is a principal divisor and its class is zero in Jac(C). We have 
P G Q @ R = P1 = class(P + Q + R - 3P 1) = 0 in Jac(C). 
Conversely, if three points P, Q, R on C' verify 
class(P + Q + R - 3P1) = 0 in Jac(C), 
this means that P+ Q + R-  3P 1 is the divisor of a rational function g. Call f the 
polynomial defining the projective line PQ, this line intersects the cubic in a third 
point S and we have 
class(P+Q+S-3P1)=O in Jac(C). 
Then by substraction 
class(R - S) = 0 in Jac(C). 
We interpret his as saying that there exists a rational function with one zero and 
one pole (counted with multiplicity). This function is in the space L(S). Apply the 
Riemann-Roch theorem to the divisor S. Remembering that we can use a differen- 
tial with divisor 0, we get 
dim L (S) -d im L(-S) = 1. 
The dim L(-S) is 0 because a function in L(-S) would have no poles and at least 
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a zero: the property of the degree of a function shows that it is the zero function. 
Then dim L(S) = 1; but constants form a subspace of dimension 1 in L(S), so R - S 
is the divisor of a constant, which is zero and R = S. 
We have proved the equivalence 
P@Q@R=PI ¢~ class(P+Q+R-3P1)=O. 
From this we can conclude that the map from C to Jac(C) defined by 
P ~ class(P-/)1) 
is an isomorphism of the group C (with its law 0)  to Jac(C). 
Suppose our elliptic code is defined by 
G= ~ aiQi, D=A1 + "'" +An 
i 
with 0 < deg G < n. We know that the dimension of the code is equal to n - deg G 
and the distance d is >_ deg G. By the Singleton bound, we find 
d=degG or degG+l .  
If the minimal distance is deg G, there is a differential form 09 whose divisor is 
of the form 
(09)= ~ l jH j -~  Aik (lj>0) 
j k 
where k goes from 1 to deg G, the Aik are among the A i and the Hj contain the 
Qi. We have deg(og) = 2g - 2 = 0, so 
deg ]~ lj/-/j = deg G. 
J 
It follows that the divisor ~]j lfl-/j is equal to G. Moreover, the divisors of differen- 
tial forms are the divisors of functions in the case of elliptic curves. It follows that 
there exists a function f whose divisor is (co). 
The divisor Y~i aiQi-(deg G)P1 has degree O; then, by the above isomorphism, 
there is a point Pc  on C'  such that 
class( ~i aiQi-(deg G)Pl) =class(Pa- P1). 
We get, since c lass( f )= 0, 
class( ~ (Ai,- P1)) =class(PG- Pl) 
or, equivalently, using the group law~:  
PG = Ai, ~ "" (~ Aidcg ~ 
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and we proved the first part of: 
Theorem. Let E be an elliptic code generated over ff:q by an elliptic curve C, and 
divisors 
D=AI+'"+An and G= ~ aiQi. i 
(Here the curve C is defined over ~:q, the A i are points defined over ~:q and the Qi 
are places of C rational over ~:q.) Call PG the point (rational over ~:q) defined by 
PG = (~ ai Qi. Then the minimal distance of E is deg G if and only if one can 
choose deg G distinct points among A ~,..., An such that Pc is the sum for @ of 
these points. I f  this is impossible the code is MDS. 
To conclude the demonstration we must prove the 'if' part. Starting from 
@~ A&=PG, k 
we have 
class((PG-P1)- ~ (Aik-P1)) 
It follows, by the definition of PG: 
class( ~i a iQi - (dega)e l -  ~k (Ai*-PI)) =0, 
so  
class(~i aiQi-~k Zik) =0. 
I.e., there exists a function and then a differential form with deg G simple poles, 
being in the space I2 (G-d) .  This is a vector of weight deg G. 
Applications. This theorem shows that the exact evaluation of the minimal distance 
of an elliptic code generated by rational divisors D and G is equivalent to find deg G 
points whose sum (@) is Pa (Pc being defined uniquely by G). This is a purely 
arithmetical problem: how to find solutions of a linear equation in an abelian 
group? 
For example, if we consider the code over 0=2r obtained from an elliptic curve 
defined over D= 2, of type 1, 3 or 5, a divisor G = dPl and D = P2 +"" + Pn (all ra- 
tionai points over  ~2 r different from P1), then the minimal distance is d except 
when d = 1 or d = n - 2 in which cases it is, respectively, 2 and n - 1. 
Note that good choice of G and D yields MDS codes. One has only to choose G 
and D such that the linear equation has no solution in the support of D. [Added 
in June 1985: Tsfasman told us that such a choice is impossible.] 
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